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The European Commission is the EU’s executive body.

“The European Union is made up of 28 Member States who have decided to gradually link 
together their know-how, resources and destinies. Together, during a period of enlargement 
of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development 
whilst maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms. The European 
Union is committed to sharing its achievements and its values with countries and peoples 
beyond its borders”.

South-East European Partnership for Media Development

SEE Partnership for Media Development is implemented by a consortium of media organizations from Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania. Media professionals from Kosovo and Turkey 
will also be involved.

The Project is co-financed by the European Commission, the Civil Society Facility, Media Freedom and Accountability Programme, 
Europe Aid/134613/C/ACT/MULTI 

The SEENPM members that are part of the project: Albanian Media Institute (Albania), Mediacenter for Media and Civil Society 
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Journalism (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Macedonian Institute for Media (FYROM), Montenegro Media Institute (Montenegro), 
Media Center (Serbia), Media and Reform Centre Nis (Serbia), Media Development Center (Bulgaria).
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SOCIAL MEDIA AT A GLANCE

Statistics and data about the online sector in Bulgaria are not available and that is why it is hard to tell the actual number or share of 
people who inform themselves primarily from social media. As things currently stand, traditional sources, such as TV and newspapers 
(and mostly the former), remain the most influential sources of news. While trust in TV, in particular, has been eroding for some time, 
the majority of Bulgarians still watch and get information from the three biggest channels in the country.12

In the meantime, social media are becoming more and more popular across most segments of the population. It has more to do with 
sheer technological evolution and the penetration of technologies, such as computers and mobile phones. 

“Facebook is by far the most prevalent social media in Bulgaria. It is used by all segments of the population. The most notable 
somewhat recent development show a large portion of the people above the age of 40 joining the network, following the initial wave 
of mostly younger people that joined after Facebook’s inception over ten years ago”, says Boyan Inavovich from Perceptica, company 
specialized in monitoring, measurement and analytics of mainstream and social media.

As is the case in other countries, teenagers and young adults are also drawn in to other social media, like Instagram and WhatsApp. 
They represent the vast majority of users of those media. 

Twitter is a somewhat interesting case in Bulgaria where not that many people have Twitter accounts. It could be argued that the 
microblogging platform is popular amongst more ‘elitist’ users who tend to represent the better educated and more tech savvy part of 
the population. The typical Bulgarian Twitter user is a marketing expert, a social media specialist, or a programmer. This creates a sort 
of an echo chamber where most influential Twitter users hold mostly similar views of political, economic, etc. matters, which views are 
far from representative for the entire population. 

The blogosphere, for one, seems to be a dying phenomenon in Bulgaria (alongside forums – to some extent). While bloggers did 
emerge as influential opinion leaders a couple of years ago, they have slowly been losing their popularity ever since, with many of them 
turning to Facebook as a better platform to have their positions heard. 

SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS

Facebook is the one single social network that could really influence the agenda of traditional media and has done so in a number of 
occasions. Civil protests in the country are predominantly organised via social media and Facebook, in particular. In that sense, 
traditional media are the ones that follow behind and simply report on events that have already been popularised on social media. In 
a couple of notable cases from a couple of years ago, TV channels refused to report on environmental protests (or covered them in a 
negative manner), causing an outrage on social media and further eroding trust in traditional media. 

A prominent recent case had a journalist quit one of the two major national TV channels (NOVA) over allegations of censorship. He 
wanted to present his position in a TV show on NOVA’s biggest competitor, bTV, but the show in question got cancelled. The show 
host (Slavi Trifonov) set up a press conference on the next day. It was broadcasted live on Facebook, with tens of thousands of viewers 
watching it at any given moment. Social media are increasingly seen as the way to avoid the censorship associated with traditional 
media.

1 Media Use in the European Union, p. 44 http://ec.europa.eu/commfrontoffice/publicopinion/archives/eb/eb82/eb82_media_en.pdf
2 Общественомнение и социалнинагласи в Българияпрезюли 2014 г., pp 48-50http://osi.bg/downloads/File/2014/Public_opinion_July2014_30.07%20F2.pdf
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In the past, there have been other notable cases of journalists being ousted from traditional media and opting to become bloggers 
instead. However, it could be argued that the likes of Ivo Indzhev and Veselin Zhelev are much less influential as bloggers than they 
were as journalists in TV channels/newspapers. 
Former (and future) PM Boyko Borisov is a great example for a politician who is really active on Facebook. He has over 185,000 
followers and shares pretty much everything he does as a politician. Traditional media rigorously follow his posts and report on them. 
Online new media go as far as posting breaking news that are just quotes from Borisov’s Facebook wall. 
Others have also tried sharing their activities on Facebook, but they mostly get mocked by users. The most notable such example is 
that of Nikolay Barekov (former journalist and current MEP) whose less-than-proper posts have become a popular meme.
Other politicians, like former president Rosen Plevneliev and former deputy PM Ivaylo Kalfin tried becoming influencers on Twitter 
where they found a great target audience for their posts. However, due to the microblogging platform’s low popularity in the country, 
their influence remained limited amongst the general public.
“Most major media have a presence on social networks. While they are trying to implement some best practices in the field, they are 
still seriously lagging behind the brands that are best in the field. Most media have difficulties communicating with readers via social 
channels and with dealing with discontent amongst their readership/viewership base in particular” says Petar Galev from A Data Pro, 
company specialised in content, data and business intelligence services.
Overall, the incorporation of content (inspired) from social media has had a somewhat positive effect on the journalism produced by 
major news outlets. There is an increasing feeling that media are getting closer to their audience and to presenting the stories of the 
ordinary people. Many TV channels have incorporated social media posts in programmes in various ways, thus supporting grassroots 
and citizen journalism.
Social media influencers in Bulgaria are yet to reach a level where they are more trusted than traditional media. While there are some 
undeniably popular stars, such as vlogger Emil Konrad (popular amongst younger users), Elenko Elenkov (amongst Twitter users), 
BozhidarBozhanov (popular blogger and political activist), their influence remains noticeable mostly within the circle they are most 
popular in. Bozhanov is a good example for a blogger and social media influencer who later went on to become a government adviser 
on e-government.

FAKE NEWS CASES AND PUBLIC REACTION

There has been a number of fake news disseminated by websites whose sole purpose seems to be to share such stories on Facebook. 
Those websites have been increasing their number in the last couple of years, with a recent investigation into the matter showing they 
are often run by a single person with a noticeable agenda (mostly pro-Russian ones). 
One notable fake news story from 2016 implicated the European Commission in trying to impose a ban on the production of 
Bulgarian tomatoes. The news took social media by storm and only later it turned out it was completely made up. However, by then it 
had managed to stir up some anti-EU sentiment.
Discussion on the topic of fake news have only seriously taken off recently – post the U.S. elections and the term being widely 
associated with President Donald Trump. Up until very recently, the topic represented a significant interest only for a small circle of 
media experts and organisations that warned against the dangers of fake news. The last couple of months saw the publication of a 
manual on how to distinguish fake news and most notably – a social media campaign (bairak.bg) aimed at raising public awareness on 
the topic. The campaign, initiated by website mediapool.com allowed anyone to create an eye-catching title and share it on social 
platforms. Clicking on the link then led users to a website explaining what fake news are and why people should double-check every 
piece of dubious looking/sounding information they see on social media. 

“So far, there have been no vocal calls for tightening control over media in connection with fake news. The media self-regulation 
although existent is not functional, which opens the door to third party interference. The freedom of media is generally seen by 
people, professionals and authorities as something that should be preserved and promoted however there is no clear agreement on 
who takes ownership and leadership”, says Adriana Popova, partner at Intelday Solutions Strategic Communication Agency. 

A Facebook post by an environmental activist led to a prominent court case in 2014. In it, BorislavSandov described LachezarTsotsorkov, 
owner of a copper mine, as an “oligarch” and “poisoner”. The final court decision came in August 2016 when the judge imposed a BGN 
5,000 fine on Sandov. Although the court ruled that Mr Sandov’s statements in the social network were factually correct, they were 
still deemed to represent an insult and, thus, warrant a substantial fine. This was the first court-imposed fine for an insult via a social 
media post. 

Two years earlier, a family successfully sued a former employee of theirs for libel. The employee’s posts alleging that the family were 
fraudsters brought her a BGN 20,000 fine.  
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